Cookie Policy
Introduction
Four Square Solicitors Ltd uses cookies across our website to improve our websites
performance, navigation and content which ultimately will enhance the visitor
experience. Our cookie policy aims to inform site visitors how we will achieve this.
What is a cookie?
Cookies are little data text files that all websites attach to your browser on your desktop PC
or mobile device when you first visit a website. Some cookies are essential for websites to
work and others remember things to give you a better experience online.
Once a cookie has been added to your browser it will then recognise you (if using the same
device) when you re-visit that same website in the future. A cookie does not carry any
viruses.

Read a bit more about the different types of cookies and what they do for you below.
Types of Cookies
There are various types of cookies each with differing levels of tracking ability. Not all
websites will use all types of cookies. Many websites use cookies just as a means to track
user activity on their sites.

•

Essential cookies

Without these cookies, our website won't work properly. They help you move around the
secure areas of the website and do things you've specifically come to the website for, like
searching the services we provide or looking for our contact details.
What they do:
Remember things like the information you enter in forms. Without these cookies, this
information would be lost every time you go to a new page.
•

Cookies that save your settings

When you fill in a form, such as the request call back function, and your name and other
details are entered, these cookies remember that, so you don't have to type it in each time
you come back.

What they do:
-

•

Remember any settings you've applied, such as layout, text size, preferences and
colours
Remember if we've already asked you if you want to fill in a survey so that we don't
keep asking you
They can be used to share information with any partners who provide a service on
our website. The information shared is only used to provide the service, product or
function and not for any other purpose
Cookies for website information

These cookies collect anonymous information about how visitors use our website, like the
most popular pages visited and any error pages you see. This information is then used to
make improvements to our website - it never identifies individual users.
What they do:
Give us an overall picture of how people use our website by telling us things like the
number of visitors to each page and what people do on the page, like which links they click
on.
•

Cookies for targeting

These cookies will recognise which parts of our website are interesting to you and to show
you the pages and sections that we think will be suited to your needs. You can control
whether or not these cookies are used but preventing them may stop us from offering you
some services.
What they do:
-

Allow us to deliver content and marketing communications tailored to your interests
based on information from your visit.

Why we use cookies
Four Square Solicitors Ltd uses performance cookies so that we are able to better
understand what visitors are doing when they get on to our site, what pages they go to,
what navigational route they took to get there and what keywords they have used to find us.
By collating and analysing this data we are able to better customise the content and
structure of the site to meet the needs of the visitors.
We do not release this data to any third party. We do not use it for promotional purposes.

Withdraw consent to cookie tracking
You are able to block your browser from being able to store cookie tracking information. All
browsers should have privacy settings in which you can select the level of cookie tracking
that you are comfortable with.

Consent to cookie tracking on Four Square Solicitors Ltd website
Having read our policy should you choose to progress through the website, and have not
disabled cookies within your privacy settings, you are consenting to our use of performance
cookie tracking.
Please contact us if you require a written copy of our cookie policy.

